Bug in question type "fill the blanks"

When creating a question of type "fill the blanks", you can set a given value for any field. When you reopen the question, for some odd reason, the first form field score value will show 10 (the default) instead of the value you set up.

See this video demonstrating it: https://filetea.me/t1sdxOtvvWfQ7xGj8HGdBixg

As a sidenote, the input field size seems to keep changing when you type in the text field (you can also see this in the video). Not sure if this is an issue with this template (academica) or with chamilo. Didn't toggle templates.

Associated revisions

Revision a91d0505 - 04/05/2016 17:03 - José Loguercio
Merge pull request #1127 from jloguercio/8183
Fix bug when you set a value in in score field it show the default value if you editing it - Refs #8183

Revision 8dc508bd - 04/05/2016 17:04 - José Loguercio
Fix bug when you set a value in in score field it show the default value if you editing it - Refs #8183

Revision f6fcf7b3 - 04/05/2016 17:48 - José Loguercio
Fix bug when you set a value in in score field it show the default value if you editing it - Refs #8183

Revision 2b1aa597 - 04/05/2016 17:49 - José Loguercio
Merge pull request #1128 from jloguercio/8183-1.11.x
Fix bug when you set a value in in score field it show the default value if you editing it - Refs #8183

History

#1 - 05/04/2016 19:57 - Jurgen Gaeremyn
Apparently the link doesn't work anymore. Don't worry, it just points to the same file I attached.

#2 - 30/04/2016 01:58 - Yannick Warnier
- Target version set to 1.10.6

#3 - 04/05/2016 17:14 - José Loguercio
- Category set to Exercises
- Status changed from New to Bug resolved
- Assignee set to Jurgen Gaeremyn
- % Done changed from 0 to 80

Confirmed in 1.10.x Fixed here:
PR: https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/1127

#4 - 04/05/2016 18:48 - José Loguercio
Also confirmed in 1.11.x fixed here too
PR : [https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/1128](https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/1128)
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